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Return on Investment
Current Share Price $8.26
NAV Price $9.01
NAV Multiple 1.00x
Holding Period Return 9%
Conviction Rating 2

Market Profile
52-Week Range $6.61 - $10.23
Shares Outstanding (mm) 729
Average 30-Day Vol (000s) 6,378
Market Capitalization (mm) $6,021
Net Debt (mm) ($1,162)
Enterprise Value (mm) $4,859
Beta (5-Year Monthly) 0.50

Metrics 2018E 2019E 2020E
Revenue (mm) $1,959 $2,056 $2,433
Production (Cu 000's T) 166 174 192
CapEx (mm) $851 $476 $465
EBIT (mm) $1,211 $1,283 $1,531
FCF (mm) $(46) $380 $566

Historical Trading Performance

Source: CPMT Estimates, Bloomberg
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Business Description
Lundin Mining (TSX: LUN) is a copper weighted diversified metal miner.
Revenue breakdown is ~55% copper, ~20% zinc, ~13% nickel, and ~12%
other base and precious metals. LUN has four major projects, and an interest
in Freeport Cobalt near Kokkola, Finland. The largest project, Candelaria, is in
Chile. The remaining three projects; Neves-Corvo, Eagle, and Zinkgruvan, are
located in Portugal, the U.S., and Sweden respectively. The Company has
been in existence since 1994, but took on its current base metal production
profile in 2014.
Industry Overview & Outlook
LUN is a diversified miner, with copper as a mainstay. Copper is a metal
driven fiercely on global supply and demand fundamentals, earning the
moniker ‘Doctor Copper’ for its ability to indicate global economic turning
points. Though the predictive power of the Doctor is far from infallible. Copper
has had a recovery that began in 2016, and only in late 2017/early 2018 are
projections turning slightly bearish.
Primary industry themes affecting supply and demand projections include:
Chinese demand, mine shutdowns, incremental mine supply, secondary
refined production, and industrial demand. Chinese economic growth has
become one of the most important determinants of copper demand since
2000. Chinese demand was 17% of global demand in 2000, compared to over
50% today, with a peak of 70% in 2013. Mining is a high-risk industry, and
price volatility reflects this. Mine shutdowns are a natural outcome of an
industry that is both operationally dangerous and often undertaken in
politically unstable locales. South America is responsible for the lion’s share of
copper production, this is expected to continue for the next five years. The
region is also slated to lead incremental production in 2018. If copper cannot
be mined, there is an alternative source, recycled refined supply. Estimates
peg ~80% of copper produced to be recycled. In 2017 the data suggested that
increases in recycled supply may soften copper prices. Levels have since
then stabilized and China has curbed recycled copper imports. It is well known
that industrial demand is a main driver for copper, but more recently, electric
vehicle production estimates have given long term prices (10-30 years)
potential running room.
Considering copper’s performance from 2016 to today, it may seem strange to
initiate on a miner, but it is the fundamental outlook that has caught our
attention, not the price movement. In 2016, world copper demand picked up
amid the temperate supply from the previous price decline. 2017 stoked the
demand for the metal, as greater than expected supply disruptions stymied
production. In 2018 there is an expected recovery from the restricted supply in
2017. New mine expansion, coupled with the re-starting of temporarily closed
capacity in Zambia and the Democratic Republic of Congo should increase
world production around 2.5% estimates the International Copper Study
Group. This sentiment is echoed by production forecasts from Bloomberg
Commodities. Provided demand grows at ~2%, 2018 will be the last year of a
potential surplus of copper supply, with mounting deficits thereafter. Should
this thesis play out, we expect to see softening in copper prices for the first
half of the year, with an improving outlook in late summer/early fall. The
strategy then being to initiate coverage now, and provided the thesis plays
out, invest in late summer or early fall. Threats to this thesis include a
potentially weaker than projected Chinese housing development sector, which
may cause demand to be lower than anticipated, lowering projected future
demand and depressing prices. Conversely, if there are more shutdowns than
anticipated, the surplus could easily turn to a deficit, and having not invested,
we are missing out on the chance to strike when the iron is hot.
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5 Yr. Returns Relative to Commodity vs. Debt to EV

Source: CPMT Estimates

Supply Demand Outlook (000's)

Source: CPMT Estimates, Bloomberg

Revenue Segmentation

Source: Company Filings
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In the long-term, electric car production is expected to be a large tailwind for
the metal, increasing demand above the typical industrial and development
baseline.
Finding the Right Fit
When we first pitched the idea of initiating on a copper miner based on this
thesis, the team had a healthy sense of skepticism. Not because the
fundamentals did not make sense, but that a miner may not be the way to go.
The two main concerns raised were the miner’s notorious ability to dig metals
and leave capital in the remaining hole, and what effect debt had on that
hallmark ability. We had done research on what copper weighted miners had
returned above/below their respective commodity baskets, but had not
considered what effect debt had on that performance over time. We
conducted a mini study on copper weighted miners who had been producing
for over five years on the TSX. Up front, there are a couple of weaknesses:
there were only 9 names we considered (the remainder were eliminated
because they were clearly speculative), and each company appeared to
become more entrenched in its capital structure strategy over time (though
only on the tails). That is, the companies with less debt attempted to peel off
the remaining debt, and the highly levered companies appeared to
increasingly rely on that debt. This lead to some apparent outliers over the 5-
year time horizon. However, the trend we found held over the 1, 3, and 5-year
time horizons. That was the more debt held, the less the company returned
over and above (or under) its respective basket of commodities. With a
commodity thesis intact, and reasonable data on the performance of
companies with varying debt levels, we initiated coverage on Lundin Mining as
a preparatory measure.
Corporate Governance and Ownership
Lukas Lundin sits as the chairman of the board, the remaining 7 members
include the CEO, and members with a breadth of experience from real estate,
law, and the mining industry. Female representation on the board is 1/8, with
the oldest member being ~75 years. Cross boarding is isolated to mining/oil &
gas, with the exception of 1 real estate company, and one office products
company. The executive ownership requirements of LUN are lower than we
would like to see. Due to the volatile nature of the base metals, the ownership
requirements are reported in terms of # of shares with an expected ownership
range. It works out to ~3x salary for the CEO, and goes down from there. The
Company’s shares are widely held, and with the exception of Nemesia S.a.r.L.
(~12% ownership) the shares are widely held with BlackRock the second
largest shareholder at ~5%.
Valuation
LUN was valued using a NAV model, discount rate of 10%, and forward
pricing with a 2% escalation after the last year of information. Metals were
modelled separately, but each project was not. Cash costs per metal were
modelled at the conservative end of the reported range, sustaining and
expansionary capital expenditures were modelled according to guidance, and
averaged thereafter. Research reports put current NAV multiples at 0.95 –
1.05, our model is consistent with these reports. LUN has cash net of debt of
over 1B on the balance sheet. This suggests there may be a deal going on
this year. We suspect that deal will be a property or project, rather than the
acquisition of a company. Historically, LUN has preferred to buy, or buy
interest in premium, geographically diversified projects. We expect this to
continue because LUN has been patient, recently choosing to retire ~500mm
in debt rather than enter a deal it did not feel certain of.
Risks & Strategy
There are two sets of risks when it comes to a copper miner, the outlook on
the commodity, and the portfolio fit. In contrast to our E&P names, we do not
plan to hold a copper miner, even one with the track record of LUN, for the
“Long Haul”.
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Candelaria Copper Mine, Chile

Performance of Copper Miners vs. Commodity

Source: Bloomberg

Comps Table

Source: Bloomberg
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It is a commodity play pure and simple, but we still want to find the best name
in the space. As such, our anticipated holding period will not be the typical 5-
year time horizon, rather the timeline will change when our thesis on the
commodity changes, even if our thesis on the company remains intact. Miners
are known to be torquey to commodity prices, more so for smaller names. We
shy away from the smaller names in this space due to the risk profile, favoring
larger and more geographically diverse names. We are currently curtailing our
E&P exposure, allowing for more diversity to be added in commodity driven
names. We have had a tendency in the past to hold onto our E&P names for
longer than we should, believing in the stability of the company over the
bearish outlook on the underlying commodity. Moving forward, our commodity
driven names have very clear trading rules and we have set the mentality of
favoring the outlook on the commodity, over the outlook on the company.
Should our thesis on copper play out, the timeline for a buy would be
somewhere in late summer/early fall. This is a difficult time for the Portfolio
Managers, as we are learning as much as possible in our summer positions.
This copper thesis and LUN initiation is a proactive approach on a space we
have a positive outlook on, and may want to trade on medium-term. Keeping
coverage on the name and space will allow for nimble investing during a time
that is historically difficult for the Portfolio Managers. We are always looking
for ways to participate in the materials space in addition to forest products,
and packaging. We initiated on Franco-Nevada in the summer of 2017, but did
not like the outlook in terms of GEO deliveries. However, we are excited to
continue covering the precious and base metals into what should be a very
exciting 2018 summer.
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Name Mkt Cap (mm) Enterprise 
Value P/E FY1 EV/EBITDA 

FY1
Dividend 

Yield
Operating 
Margin (%) ROIC (%) Net 

Debt/EBITDA

Average $3,144.81 $4,062 21.99x 9.72x 0.67% 15.84% (4.35%) 2.97
Median $553.71 $701 17.74x 6.66x 0.54% 19.04% (3.80%) 1.49
First Quantum Minerals Ltd $14,470.18 $22,917 17.98x 9.00x 0.05% 5.53% (1.59%) 5.18
Lundin Mining Corp $6,184.27 $5,285 17.74x 5.04x 1.41% 33.71% 9.52% (1.13)
Hudbay Minerals Inc $2,706.77 $3,593 10.74x 4.22x 0.19% 23.29% 6.55% 1.16
Taseko Mines Ltd $451.73 $701 7.45x 4.82x - 24.34% 6.14% 1.78
Capstone Mining Corp $553.71 $887 6.91x 3.75x - 22.35% 7.05% 0.77
Imperial Metals Corp $262.93 $1,148 - 14.07x - 5.01% 3.38% 6.97
Teck Resources Ltd $21,405.87 $26,965 8.28x 4.87x 0.54% 35.96% 8.87% 0.93
Turquoise Hill Resources Ltd $7,103.47 $9,339 77.45x 31.69x - 1.74% 1.46% 10.76


